
 

Múkami  is a story-teller, multi-dimensional creative and experienced social impact 
entrepreneur on a mission to ignite and empower 1million+ girls to live authentically 
and to boldly pursue all that is possible for them. As Founder, CEO and Chief Creative 
of Royelles Inc., Múkami is intersecting fashion, technology and education to 
transform lives - helping all girls, everywhere, realize that they are enough, just the 
way they are, and that their difference is their superpower.  Múkami is leveraging her 
fashion and lifestyle platforms to disrupt conventional beauty standards and expand 
the narrative around self value and self worth, to foster inclusion and collaboration, to 
drive soul-stirring dialogue around women and girls issues and to spotlight those who 
are contributing meaningfully to a better world.  

In a world with exclusive and unrealistic beauty ideals, girls are 
barraged with messages that negatively influence their self image, 
self value and aspirations. Royelles Inc. offers something disruptively 
different! Rather than tell girls who they are not, Royelles Inc. gives 
all girls, everywhere, an immersive and holistic play experience 
centered around a collection of avatars that remind them that they 
are enough.  

Royelles avatars are more than just dolls. Each of the 13 avatars are 
equipped with individual personas, life missions, and are innovators, 
trailblazers and catalysts, who reflect the spirit, mindset, and 
potential that exists in feminine royalty. They inspire girls to be 
authentic, original, compassionate and courageous in their pursuit of 
the wide possibilities that exist for them.  

The Royelles Revolution is a call to ignite and empower girls and 
women alike, to encourage and show them what dreaming bigger 
looks like — a call to face the belly of the beast during this women’s 
revolution.   

Royelles inspire all girls, everywhere, to be bold, brilliant and 
beyoutiful!
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Merging Inclusion And Technology To Ignite And Empower Girls 
More than just dolls, Royelles avatars awaken the spirit of the empowerment 

revolution by helping girls to see themselves as enough.  

NEW YORK, September 8, 2017 – Created by fashion designer and social-impact entrepreneur, 
Múkami Kinoti  Kimotho, Royelles is redefining what it means to be feminine royalty. Royelles' 
collection of 13 avatars (“more than just dolls”) are equipped with individual personas and life 
missions, they are innovators, trail-blazers and catalysts, and serve as diverse reflection of who and 
what all girls can be! Royelles is seeking to bring this collection to life through a Kickstarter 
campaign launching on August 1.  

Tackling the self-identity crisis that so many young girls are currently facing, beginning with 
brown and black girls, Royelles dolls are a positive intervention to transform young 
mindsets around self-perception, self worth and body types, while disrupting the current 
unrealistic beauty standards.  

“I was heartbroken when my daughter shared with me that she thought she wasn’t pretty like her 
other friends,” CEO and Founder of Royelles Inc., Múkami reflects. “I’ve spoken to hundreds of other 
mothers and it turns out that we’ve had the same experience and want the same things for our girls! 
We want them to know, deep down, that they are fierce, that they are more than enough, that they 
are  fully equipped to do great things with their lives. We need them to know that a girls’ difference is 
her superpower” 

Seeking to put an end to the narrow diversity and representation in the $5 Billion toy market, 
Royelles delivers a differentiated, holistic and truly immersive play experience that is anchored in 
authenticity, and merges an innovative product with technology-driven education, interactive 
experiences and inspirational narratives that empower all girls.  

Múkami is on a mission to place 1 million Royelles avatars in the hands of 1 million girls regardless of 
their socio-economic status. Join the #RoyellesRevolution and help Royelles Inc. reach their goal to 
bring these necessary avatars to life, and to inspire all girls, everywhere to love themselves, to stop 
making apologies for their unique differences, to boldly pursue all that is possible for them, 

particularly in STEAM fields, and to start recognizing their true power to create whatever their 
hearts desire for the world!
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